Dart dodge 2014

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in,
start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive
this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission
and Regular Unleaded I-4 2. Call today for details Please feel free to explore our website to see
our extensive inventory of new and used cars and SUVs. In addition to our friendly and
knowledgeable sales staff, we also provide financing, service, and parts for all our customers.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with Dealership personnel. Prices do not include additional fees and
costs of closing, including government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer
documentation fees, any emissions testing fees or other fees. All prices, specifications and
availability subject to change without notice. Contact dealer for most current information. Price
may include Manufacturer Rebates and Incentives, please see dealer for details. Runs and
drives great, heated leather seats, aluminum wheels with newer tires, zero accidents, power
windows, locks, seat, mirrors, heated steering wheel, navigation, remote engine start, back up
camera, All vehicles get a 5 day money back guarantee and free carfax. Please call or text Sam
at Please call or text Seth at ,. Kelley Blue Book calls it a triple ' ' Call, click, or launch on over to
Park Chrysler Jeep for a Dart that will make you quiver! We create a premium selection of
vehicles for all needs. If you're not happy, you probably bought from someone else. Stop in,
today! For all your vehicle needs, 'park' yourself down at Park Chrysler Jeep. There's only one:
Park Chrysler Jeep. SXT 2. This vehicle has good tires, has been fully serviced- oil change is all
that was needed- this vehicle is now in great condition and is ready for many more miles!!! This
Dart has a clean vehicle history report and does not have any accidents! Call us today, this
vehicle won't last long at this price! We are a family owned dealership committed to providing
our customers the best deals backed by outstanding service! Odometer is miles below market
average! Disclaimer: Contact Dealer about all the available services and accessories not
specifically listed here. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim
engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior
to purchase. All you add is your state's tax, tags, and processing fee. No other fees and we
mean it!! No reconditioning fees, no dealer prep, no CPO fees, no testing fees. For more
information or to schedule a test drive, call Buy Happy! A fixture at the entry end of the Dodge
lineup from through , the Dart was discontinued in Decades later, for the model year, it was
resuscitated, affixed to an all-new line of compact sedans. Although the modern-day Dart
occupies the same position in the Dodge passenger car hierarchy as the original, similarities
end there. The first car to incorporate engineering elements from corporate parent Fiat, the
revival Dart is a contemporary front-drive compact facing a considerably stronger competitive
environment. Dart styling is crisp, if not exactly head-turning. The structure is solid, engineering
credentials look good, and the number of equipment and trim choices is exceptional. Financing
available through banks, credit unions, secondary lenders and in-house financing to
accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2. Programs available for first time buyers.
Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed. Interested parties should confirm
all data before making a purchase decision. All prices and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Prices do not include additional fees such as taxes, title and registration fees,
finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and emission testing and compliance
charges. Internet special price may not be compatible with subsidized subprime financing.
Second key, floor mats, and owners manual may not be available on all pre-owned vehicles. The
big change for the Dodge Dart is expanded availability of the horsepower, 2. Every Dodge Dart
comes standard with antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, front and rear side
airbags, side curtain airbags and front knee airbags. A rearview camera is available on most
trims. In government crash testing, the Dart earned the highest possible rating of five stars for
overall crash protection and in the frontal- and side-impact protection categories. It also
received five stars in the Overall crash test rating. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
awarded the Dart a top score of Good in the moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and
roof-strength tests. The Dodge Dart has responsive handling and well-weighted steering, and
overall, it goes around turns with confidence. Almost all trim levels also offer a comfortable
ride, making it a good candidate for road trips. Over the past twenty years, the business has
grown into the Piedmont Triads 1 used car dealership. Rocking a sharp black exterior and a
black interior, this car is a sight to see from the inside out. Be sure of your safety with a crash
test rating of 5 out of 5 stars. Call or visit to talk with one of our vehicle specialists today! Or
visit us anytime at McNeillChevyBuick. SINCE The following items have been reconditioned on
this vehicle: new pair of tires! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No

back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms
and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. You don't have to sacrifice style
or comfort with this fuel-efficient Dodge Dart. It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken.
This is a very low mileage Dodge Dart. A rare find these days. Added comfort with
contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the
Dodge Dart GT. Buyers get world-class styling and lots of customization options with the Dart,
including three available engines and transmissions. Styling is customizable too, with Dodge
offering a "Rallye" version that significantly changes the look of the vehicle. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. When it comes to high fuel economy,
plenty of versatility and a great looks, this DodgeDart SE cannot be beat. This Dodge Dart's
superior fuel-efficiency is proof that not all vehicles are created equal. This low mileage Dodge
Dart has barely been touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. Beautiful exterior. Clean
interior. This Dodge Dart is so immaculate it is practically new. Styling is customizable too, with
Dodge offering a Rallye version that significantly changes the look of the vehicle. Interesting
features of this model are powerful and economical, efficient, Sporty, and a model to suit every
need Call , click or visit AutoNation Chevrolet Superstition Springs in Mesa, AZ today! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4
cylinders Interior Color Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent
price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18
out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. After comparing a lot of compact sedans, I settled for
the 2. I was firstly delighted by the standard 8. Absolute pleasure to control music, climate, nav
without any distractions. The second thing that I found amazing was the interior cabin space.
This C-class compact car almost goes head to head with a D-class sedan. The car has a ride
handling that is zippy and fun even though a bit heavy which is why I feel the mileage is not the
best. I've driven 2 5-hr long trips on my Dart since I bought last 2 months and I found it to be
absolutely delightful. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Dodge Dart offers a lot of space,
features and style for the money. But various refinement issues relegate it to mid-pack status
for the small-sedan segment. If you're shopping for an affordable compact sedan, you'll almost
certainly run across the Dodge Dart. One of many capable small cars on the market today, the
Dart is notable for its roomy interior, slick audio-entertainment interface and eye-catching style.
But whether or not it's the best car for you will likely come down to your priorities. On the
upside, the Dart is a pretty nice car to live with. It features one of the nicer cabins in its class,
and the available 8. Safety scores are excellent, and non-GT trims of the Dart provide capable
handling around turns along with a pleasant ride. We're not fond of the Dart's engine lineup,
however. The hp, 2. For top mpg numbers, you need to choose the fuel-economy-themed Aero
trim that comes with a small turbocharged 1. Unfortunately, the Aero's unrefined automated
manual transmission makes it difficult to drive the car smoothly in typical traffic situations.
Either of these engines is a better choice than the underperforming base engine, however.
There are other minor refinement issues as well, and they all add up to an overall "C" score for
our Dodge Dart rating. For these reasons, you'll likely want to check out a few of the Dart's
rivals. The Mazda 3 is one of our favorite small sedans, as it achieves a stellar balance between
ride comfort and sporty handling, and has a high-quality interior to boot. Other excellent
choices include the Ford Focus and Honda Civic , both of which ride exceptionally well and
offer nicely furnished interiors. The Kia Forte is also worth a look, as it, like the Dart, boasts
sharp styling and a very user-friendly touchscreen infotainment interface. Furthermore, unlike
with the Dart, we can easily recommend the base engine offerings on the Ford, Honda and
Mazda, as all deliver solid performance and outstanding mpg. Overall, the Dodge Dart is a step
behind those competitors in some notable areas. However, if style and performance provided
you don't get the base engine are priorities for you, Dodge's compact sedan still merits
consideration. The base SE comes sparsely equipped with inch steel wheels, power windows, a
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, a height-adjustable front seats, cloth upholstery, a folding
rear seat and a four-speaker sound system with a CD player and an auxiliary audio jack. The
optional Convenience Group adds underbody aerodynamic enhancements, active grille
shutters, body-color door handles, power mirrors and locks, keyless entry, cruise control,
air-conditioning, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, steering-wheel-mounted audio controls,
Bluetooth phone and audio connectivity, and a USB port. The SXT is eligible for several options
packages. The Uconnect Touchscreen Group adds an upgraded instrument panel, an 8. The
Rallye Appearance Group adds inch alloy wheels, a sportier tune for the suspension, a black
grille, dual exhaust tips, an upgraded cloth interior with accent stitching and a leather-wrapped

shift knob on Darts with the automatic transmission. The fuel economy-themed Aero has all the
SXT's standard equipment, along with low-rolling-resistance tires inch , the upgraded
instrument panel, 8. The Dart GT has all the Aero's standard content except the
low-rolling-resistance tires and also comes with inch wheels, an even sportier suspension
calibration than the Rallye package, different exterior trim, leather upholstery, a six-way power
driver seat with four-way power lumbar adjustment , heated front seats, a heated steering wheel,
dual-zone automatic climate control and ambient interior lighting. The Dart Limited has all the
GT's equipment but reverts to inch wheels and the Rallye package's suspension tune. It also
comes with a sunroof, a navigation system, perforated leather upholstery and chrome exterior
trim. The Alpine stereo is a stand-alone option. Both the Limited and GT can be equipped with
the Technology Group, which adds xenon headlights with automatic high-beam control, keyless
ignition, automatic wipers, rear parking sensors, a blind-spot warning system and a rear
cross-traffic alert system. Three engines are available for the Dodge Dart. The base SE model
comes with a 2. A six-speed manual transmission is standard, and a six-speed automatic is
optional. In Edmunds performance testing, a manual-shift Dart with the 2. Standard on the Aero
is a turbocharged 1. A six-speed manual transmission is standard, and a six-speed automated
manual is optional. In Edmunds testing, a Dart with the turbo engine and manual transmission
hit 60 mph in 8. The automated manual transmission added only 0. A six-speed manual
transmission is standard on the SXT and GT, while a six-speed automatic transmission is
optional on these trims and standard on the Limited. During Edmunds testing, a Dart GT with
the automatic did the sprint in 8. Every Dodge Dart comes standard with antilock disc brakes,
traction and stability control, front and rear side airbags, side curtain airbags and front knee
airbags. A rearview camera is available on most trims. The optional Technology package on the
GT and Limited includes rear parking sensors, blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert.
In government crash testing, the Dart earned the highest possible rating of five stars for overall
crash protection and in the frontal- and side-impact protection categories. It also received five
stars in the Overall crash test rating. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the
Dart a top score of "Good" in the moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength
tests. In the small-overlap frontal-offset test, the Dart earned an "Acceptable" rating
second-highest on a scale of four. In Edmunds brake testing, a Dart Limited came to a stop from
60 mph in feet, putting it among the best in the segment. A Dart GT performed the same feat in
an impressively short feet. A Dart Aero equipped with low-rolling-resistance tires, however, took
feet, a longer-than-average stopping distance for this class. The Dodge Dart has responsive
handling and well-weighted steering, and overall, it goes around turns with confidence. Almost
all trim levels also offer a comfortable ride, making it a good candidate for road trips. The
exception to all this is the Dart GT. It handles more crisply than other Darts, but the trade-off in
terms of ride quality -- it gets pretty jiggly over rough pavement -- isn't worth it in our opinion.
Of the Dart's three available engines, we can recommend only one of them. The Dart's base 2.
Acceleration is passable with the manual transmission, but the optional six-speed automatic
slows the car down significantly. The Aero model's turbocharged 1. In addition, the automated
manual transmission that most buyers choose is slow to respond to gas pedal inputs and often
feels like it's in the wrong gear. Our pick is the 2. It feels considerably more lively in real-world
driving situations, and highway merging and passing maneuvers are significantly easier. The
Dodge Dart features one of the nicer cabins in its class, and it only gets nicer as you move up
the trim level ladder. Whereas competitors just add leather upholstery or some fake metal trim
to improve the ambience, the Dart actually slathers on extra padded surfaces, dash stitching
and flares of colorful trim. We highly recommend springing for the available 8. It features
straightforward menus, large on-screen buttons and an accompanying knob that makes
whipping through iPod menus a breeze. Processing times are quick, too, and if you need to
enter a destination on the move, the voice control works surprisingly well. In Darts without this
interface, the standard stereo head unit clumsily plugs into the same spot, reinforcing the
notion that you missed out on something better. There's good space for occupants up front, but
the Dart's front seats are oddly shaped and feel like they're mounted too high. As a result,
longer-legged drivers may find they can't lower the seat-bottom cushion enough for optimum
comfort. In addition, the steering wheel has a limited range of tilt adjustment, so you may find
you can't position that low enough either. Meanwhile, the backseat offers plenty of legroom for
adults, though 6-footers may run short on headroom. Trunk capacity is Although the trunk
holds a decent amount of gear, the hinges on its lid are unusually weak, making it all too easy to
close the trunk accidentally when loading bulky or heavy items. Sharp metal protrusions from
the trunk's top deck you can scrape your hands on them when loading up a lot of luggage are
another annoyance. Available styles include SXT 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales

and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Dart. Is it better to lease
or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Dart
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Pokey acceleration with base engine unrefined performance of Aero
model's automated transmission front seats are oddly contoured and mounted too high. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The big change for the Dodge Dart is expanded availability of the horsepower, 2. The
fuel-economy-themed Aero is the only Dart equipped with the 1. Finally, note that Dodge has
made the Aero and GT trim levels and not packages, as they were last year. Read more. Write a
review See all 24 reviews. After comparing a lot of compact sedans, I settled for the 2. I was
firstly delighted by the standard 8. Absolute pleasure to control music, climate, nav without any
distractions. The second thing that I found amazing was the interior cabin space. This C-class
compact car almost goes head to head with a D-class sedan. The car has a ride handling that is
zippy and fun even though a bit heavy which is why I feel the mileage is not the best. I've driven
2 5-hr long trips on my Dart since I bought last 2 months and I found it to be absolutely
delightful. Read less. Seems like the professional reviews on this site and others find some way
of knocking the Dart, but I don't see what they are talking about. I researched and shopped
extensively looked at the Veloster, Mazda3, etc. The Dart, by far, was the best driving experience
of any of those. Superb handling, good acceleration with the 2. Interior is high quality and
spacious, exterior is beautiful. Great car for the money! I was leasing a '13 Silverado, and it was
costing me so much money in gas. I work at a Dodge dealership, and wasn't a big fan of the dart
until I saw one with the Blacktop package. It adds the gloss black 18" rims, black mirrors and
grille. I had one of our sales guys find me a black one with the 8. The black on black looks so
good on this car, and I've gotten tons of compliments on it from random people. Super fun to
drive, decent amount of power for what you're paying. Handles great, and I'm averaging around
30MPG. Originally went to check out Chargers but came across the Dodge Dart GT and went for
a test drive and totally enjoyed the Dart more!! Plus you got more for the money and a similar
equipped Charger was closer to 40k then 30k! So I purchased and have about 2k on it and still
enjoy driving it! Heated leather all the way to push button start for under 25k and looks great to
boot and gets decent gas mileage! See all 24 reviews of the Used Dodge Dart. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Dart. Sign
Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains

the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Chrysler has notoriously had trouble building a
competitive C-segment compact car, but the Dodge Dart is its first truly competitive offering
since the Dodge Neon of the s. Based on an Alfa Romeo platform, the Dodge Dart is a
front-drive compact with three available engines and transmissions. The Dart's base engine is a
2. The next step up engine-wise is a 1. The little turbo-4 is paired with a six-speed manual, or a
six-speed dual-clutch automatic. Topping the range at least until the long-rumored Dart SRT4
arrives is a 2. During our First Drive of the Dart, we found the base 2. When we took the car
above feet during testing, struggling turned to defeat. Sometimes, cars above the 9-second [
mph] range fall into that time category because they don't launch well, or won't even allow an
aggressive launch. The Dart 2. When off boost, the tiny four-cylinder has very little torque,
which means getting across fast-moving intersections or pulling out into traffic requires a fair
amount of clutch slip or a higher RPM clutch dropâ€¦once rolling, though, the 1. Mid-range pull
is good and stays consistent through a wider powerband than you might expect. It doesn't
require constant shifting, which is a good thing when the shifter is plasticky and less than
precise. Dodge hasn't made any major changes to the Dart. Perhaps in
saturn power steering fluid
dodge intrepid parts catalog
scion tc engine removal
an effort to stave off complaints that it's slow, the Dart's 2. The Dart Rallye is gone for ,
becoming a trim pack, and there are new option packs, like a Cold Weather Group which
includes heated seats that the Snow Belt is sure to love. New last year, the Dodge Dart only gets
minor trim changes this year. With the base hp 2. Last year's Dart Rallye has been discontinued,
and is now a trim package, which includes sporty touches like inch black wheels, a rear
stabilizer bar, and a touring suspension. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair
Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Dodge Dart Expert Review
motortrendauthor. Bold styling Comfy interior Digital instrument cluster and 8. It's slow with the
base engine Poor fuel economy Expensive for its class. Expand All Vehicle Overview. Key
Competitors. We're still waiting on the Dart SRT4. All Model Years

